Table1. Growth of SHG-BLP in A.P. and Other Southern

SHG BANK LINKAGE IN AP
The SHG-Bank linkage programme has made great strides in the state of Andhra Pradesh, as can be observed from the following 
Trends in SHG Bank Loans Outstanding
While the total states had an outstanding number of loan accounts of 4,27,296 in March, 2017 for an outstanding amount of Rs.6,497 Crores, the average outstanding loan for the state was Rs.1,69,069/-per SHG. This is a clear indication of the growing importance of bank loan portfolio in the SHGs. It is no exaggeration to say that SHG bank linkage has emerged as the principal stay of SHG finances today. This is more so after the introduction of cash-credit loans which allows the SHGs the flexibility required to borrow and repay increasing amounts at frequent intervals.
However, considering the expanding needs of SHG members, there is a need to augment credit flow to the SHG members as demand for credit is high more so for livelihood activities. There is a need to ensure higher credit flow as the credit flow from banking sector is not adequate for various reasons as the average credit flow per SHGs is at Rs.2.60 lakh translating into Rs.25,000/-per borrower.
Term Loans and Cash-Credit Loans
Term loans do not give the flexibility necessary for the SHGs to repay at quick intervals and borrow on a continuous basis. SHGs were required to wait till the entire term loan is repaid before borrowing another loan. To overcome this constraint and based on the recommendations of NABARD, the commercial banks have introduced cash-credit loans. Each SHG sanctioned CCL is indicated a limit within which it can borrow and repay any number of times depending on the need and repaying capacities. The limits get enhanced, based on the repayment history of the SHGs. Rate of interest is paid only on the amount outstanding in a given period. APSERP has guided all SHGs under its fold to adopt the CCL route, which has proved to be very effective in terms of the number of SHGs credit linked, limit sanctioned and amounts disbursed. The cash-credit loans of SHGs in the state as outstanding in March 2017 are furnished in Table. The SHGs credit linked during 2016-17 are detailed in Table. The data furnished in the Table indicates the fact that bank credit to SHGs has virtually become the life-blood of the SHGs.  promotion of social mobilization and community institution building (SHGs and their federations) for poverty alleviation and livelihoods promotion;  training and capacity building of community institutions, community resource persons and professional staff of SERP, line departments, bankers and other stakeholders;  promotion of financial inclusion through CBO-based micro-finance activities and SHG-bank credit linkage as well as promotion of innovations in SHG-bank linkage;  sensitization and support to banks and other financial institutions for credit delivery and recovery;  promotion of livelihoods of the poor through technical and financial support as well as skill development;  sensitization of all line departments to be inclusive of the needs of the poor; and  promotion of convergence between the rural poor, their institutions and the line departments.
SERP AS THE IMPLEMENTING AGENCY FOR SHG-CENTRIC POVERTY ALLEVIATION PROGRAMMES
SERP was made the principal agency for implementing all SHG-centric poverty alleviation programmes in the state. In order to facilitate implementation, dedicated architecture has been created at the state, district and mandal levels with multi-functional specialists 
Implementation of Externally-Aided Projects
Based on the learning from SAPAP, the SERP had implemented major SHG-centered rural poverty alleviation projects known as APDPIP (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) and APRPRP (2004 APRPRP ( -2010 . Both the projects had four core components woven around SHGs and their federations viz., social mobilization and institution building, community investment support, financial inclusion, livelihoods promotion and convergence. Implementation of these projects for about a decade covering all rural areas provided the necessary fillip to the SHG-BLP. Both the projects had extensively promoted SHG-credit linkage as a principal tool for financial inclusion of the poor. Along with the World Bank funding, the GOAP has provided substantial financial resources, technical and policy support to the SHG-based livelihood programmes in the state. The SERP is currently implementing Andhra Pradesh Rural Inclusive Growth Project (APRIGP), a third-phase project funded by the World Bank but anchored on SHGs and their federations.
Four-Tier Community Institutional Architecture
As part of its poverty alleviation programme (Velugu), SERP has promoted a four-tier inter-linked community institutional architecture viz., SHGs, VOs, MSs and ZSs. While the SHG is the foundation, the other institutions are its federations and all of these are registered under APMACS Act. The SHGs and federation are inter-linked through systematic governance and financial relations. The VOs provide not only CIF loans to the SHGs but also facilitate their access to bank credit through capacity building, preparation of micro-plans and loan applications, monitoring and recovery of bank loans through sub-committee system known as Community Based Recovery Mechanism (CBRM) at all bank branches.
Systematic Capacity Building
SERP has been a pioneer in promoting systematic capacity building of community institutions and training of professional staff using standard modules. The SHGs have been systematically trained by the programme staff, training institutions and community trainers or resource persons in Panch Sutras which in turn facilitate SHG-credit linkage. The focus on regular savings, inter-lending, repayment and bookkeeping as part of capacity building have contributed a great deal to the financial awareness and discipline of the members. The VOs/staff also undertake rating of SHGs (using NABARD tool) as part of facilitating sanction/renewal of bank loans. The MSs also provide capacity building support to the VOs and SHGs in promoting SHG credit linkage through liaison with the banks/ bankers committees.
Use of Community Investment Fund
CIF has been provided to all MSs and VOs under the World Bank funded projects. This fund has been extensively used to provide loans to most SHGs to enable them to meet consumption and livelihood requirements of members. The extensive use of this catalytic capital has not only promoted financial discipline among the SHGs but also enabled them to access bank loans and service them.
Bookkeeping Support
SERP is the first organization in the country to have introduced the cadre of Master Bookkeepers (MBKs) who train community bookkeepers and provide accounting and audit advice and support to the SHGs and VOs. The role of MBKs is critical in promoting e-bookkeeping of SHGs introduced in Andhra Pradesh.
Bank Mitras
To facilitate SHG-bank linkage and to minimize the cost of transactions to the bankers, SERP has introduced Bank Mitras, a cadre of community professionals trained in the preparation of loan applications and other documents. Bank Mitras have emerged as an important cadre facilitating not only sanction of bank loans but more importantly their timely disbursal and repayment. The honorarium of Bank Mitras is met out of the contributions of the SHGs.
Streenidhi Operations
The setting-up of state level women cooperative bank under the umbrella of SERP (discussed later in this chapter) has further strengthened the financial discipline among the SHGs. 
Sensitization of Bankers and Others
Recognizing the pivotal role played by the bankers in the SHG-bank linkage, SERP has undertaken extensive sensitization of bankers to the SHG practices and oriented them to SHG-lending. Several exposure visits to best practicing SHGs were organized. Coupled with the NABARD training programme, the sensitization programme of SERP has contributed to the rapid growth of SHG-bank linkage in AP. Specially designed sensitization programmes were organized for people"s representatives, officials of the line departments and other stakeholders which have also contributed to SHG-bank linkage.
Policies of GOAP
In order to strengthen SHG-BLP, GOAP has introduced several policies over a period of time which have contributed to SHG-bank linkage. Important among these policies relate to: (i) introduction of interest subsidy/interest subvention/ zero interest loans to SHGs; (ii) exemption of stamp duty for bank loans to SHGs; (iii) allocation of CIF to all MSs and VOs; (iv) using services of SHGs for providing mid-day meals in government schools; (v) using SHGs and federations as agents for procuring paddy/ maize/other agricultural commodities; (vi) using services of SHGs for distributing different types of pensions, dispensing generic medicines, procurement of milk and running of bulk milk cooling centers; and (vii) micro-insurance agents (as well as beneficiaries).
Extensive Use of ICT
SERP has been a pioneer in the use of state of the art ICT services to monitor SHG-Bank Linkage. A dedicated web-portal (bank linkage portal) anchored on Core Banking Solutions (CBS) platform has been in operation for tracking sanctions, disbursal and repayment of term loans as well as cash credit loans to SHGs. All transfers to SHGs including transfer of interest subvention and other benefits are being made online. E-bookkeeping has been introduced covering all SHGs in the state through mobile telephony. All MSs and ZSs have been provided computer infrastructure, trained computer staff along with software technology applications. All SHG transactions are integrated into online MIS. A wide variety of reports are available to the programme staff and community institutions to facilitate supervision, monitoring and review.
Extensive Banking Network
One of the significant factors contributing to SHG-BLP in AP is the extensive network of commercial banks and RRBs as well as cooperative banks. The high density of banks, coupled with a favourable eco-system has contributed to the rapid strides in SHG-Bank Linkage.
Proactive NABARD, SLBC and Banks
The NABARD and banking system too played a significant role in the expansion of SHG-Bank Linkage in the states. Some of the important initiatives that were introduced in AP but have eventually transformed SHG-Bank Linkage in the rest of the country include: (i) simplification of standardization of loan documents; (ii) introduction of critical rating mechanism for SHGs; (iii) introduction of standardized books of accounts; (iv) setting-up of SLBC sub-committees for monitoring SHG-BLP; (v) introduction of SHG-BLP performance as a review parameter; (vi) introduction of performance awards for SHG-BLP for banks by NABARD; (vii) introduction of standard books of accounts for SHGs; (viii) standardization of modules for sensitization of banks and government staff; and (ix) setting-up of women development cells in RRBs and cooperative banks.
Interest Subsidy (Vaddileni Runalu)
With a view to encouraging better repayment and to reduce the interest burden on the rural poor for the loans taken by self-help groups from banks and to improve the profitability of the SHGs and their enterprises / livelihood activities, Government of AP has been implementing a full interest subvention on SHG bank loans since 01.01.2012. All SHGs in the rural areas which have an outstanding bank or Streenidhi loan as on 01.01.2012 or thereafter are eligible for interest subvention subject to the following:
 The loan should not exceed Rs.5.00 lakhs, if it is a term loan;  In case of CCL loan, the SHG shall repay at least 3% of the outstanding principal amount each month;
 Only the monthly repayments made within the first 7 days from the due date are eligible for interest subvention for that month;  Eligibility is verified on a month-to-month basis;  In case of overdue accounts, such SHGs have to clear the amount in excess of the scheduled outstanding as on 01.07.2012;
NRLM Interest Subvention
In addition, the NRLM provides an interest subvention equal to the difference between lending rate and 7% to SHGs. Further, an additional incentive of 3% is provided as subsidy to the SHGs which make prompt repayment. However, even the SHGs provided subsidy under NRLM account are also eligible for "zero percent" interest with they comply with the conditions laid down.
Trends in Zero Interest Loans
It can be observed that the number of SHGs eligible for interest subsidy as well as the number of loans eligible for subsidy have been on the increase right from 2010-11. The number of SHGs rose from 3.98 lakh in 2010-11 to 5.66 lakh by 2016-17. The number of loans processed rose from 6.93 lakh to 6.68 lakh during the same period. However, the number of loans eligible is smaller than number of loans processed in each year. The difference between the two the number of loans considered ineligible for different reasons including failure to comply with the repayment norms to be eligible for interest subsidy. The amount of subsidy, however, steadily rose from Rs.252 crores to Rs.705 crores for the entire state during 2010-11 to 2016-17. The interest subsidy scheme has therefore effectively facilitated provision of bank loans year after year without any interest cost in the state. 
